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I. INTRODUCTION

A recent experiment1 performed at GSI shows direct evi-
dence for Coulomb fission of 2||U induced by ^[JW projectiles,
thus confirming the existence of a new fission mechanism that
has been predicted theoretically. The process is entirely due
to the electric interaction between two very heavy nuclei.
According to various theories, Coulomb fission (CF) should be
observable in heavy ion reactions between an actinide target
nucleus (which has a low fission barrier Ef - 6 MeV) and a
projectile whose Z > 50. Almost all fission processes induced
by elementary or complex particles go through the stage of
compound nucleus formation and hence require a time T£OmP >
10~16 s. In contrast to this, the strong Coulomb field be-
tween two heavy ions excites directly the collective degrees
of freedom, including the fission mode (g-vibrations). In the
sense of a direct coupling to the fission channel, CF is prob-
ably the "cleanest" fission mechanism presently known. Be-
cause of the direct coupling, the CF time scale is much
shorter than T£omP. Therefore, Coulomb fission should be an
excellent probe to investigate collective potential energy
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surfaces at high excitation energies and large deformations.

II. OUTLINE OF THE THEORY

The total Hamiltonian (c.m.s.) has the following
structure

-7-* II _1_ « / \ J_ Tl / \ _ L T 7 f

t>t' 2y r P p t t pt p' t'

The first term describes the kinetic energy of relative
motion. The symbols £^ and H^ (i = p,t) represent the in-
trinsic coordinates and Hamiltonians of projectile and target
nucleus, respectively. V t denotes the interaction potential
consisting of a real Coulomb and complex optical potential

V = V. , + (V+iW) .. (2)
pt Coul nucl

We shall study the CF problem in the time-dependent picture
where the relative motion is described in terms of a wave-
packet Xre^(r,t). Hence, the total scattering function ij> has
to obey the equation

( 3 1 -»•H - in7T-U(c ,C ,r,t) = 0. (3)

In heavy ion reactions one can separate relative and intrin-
sic motion because of the large Sommerfeld parameter; this
allows for an ansatz

f a (t)» (c ,5,)exp[-i E
T 5 S p t

(4)

The {$s) denote a set of basis states for the projectile-
target system. In semiquantal approximation the assumption
is made that the center of the wavepacket X^e^- moves along a
classical trajectory determined by the real elastic potential

uR(t) = - U(R (t)). (5)
S o

This wavepacket is nonvanishing only in a small region around

If we restrict ourselves to the monopole-multipole part
of the interaction, Eq. (2), the Schrodinger Eq. (3) separates
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into two equations describing projectile and target excita-
tion, respectively. They have the form

i
iW (C,R (t)) - in 8/3t]c (t)<() (?)exp[-iE t/fi]=O.
nuc r r r r

Note that the imaginary potential in Eq. (6) contains also an
elastic part, in contrast to the real potentials. It is con-
venient to utilize a collective model for fission processes.
The intrinsic Hamiltonians then read

V'in'V " V^ta'V+VV* (7)

where a^m are the collective surface variables and TT£m their
conjugate momenta. The fission mode is associated with the
quadrupole deformations <*2m. Since we consider actinide tar-
get nuclei which spontaneously fission, the potential energy
surface Vc does not contain any truly bound states. The
long-lived quasibound states of these nuclei are continuum
resonances; they can be treated as bound states embedded in a
continuum by_projection methods. Choosing a model
Hamiltonian Hc, e.g. the RVM, we define a set of bound states
|<}>y> and projectors P^ = |<f|p><<|'u| such that Hc can be decom-
posed into Hc = HQ + H

1. For the states <|>r in Eq. (6) we use
the eigenstates {$y»<(>g} of the zero-order Hamiltonian 1^.
One can show within reasonable approximation that Coulomb
fission may be regarded as a two-step process:2 a) multiple
excitation of the collective resonances <{>„ near the fission
barrier and b) spontaneous decay of these quasibound states
due to their continuum coupling with a fission width
T = 2Tr|<<f>E|Hc|<f>y>|

2. The CF probability amounts to2

P
CF = i\c (+T)| 2

P , P = r
f/(rf + rY + rn) (8)

where the coefficients cu have to be obtained numerically
from the coupled differential equations

«c(t)-[c (t) <+ Iv^f1 + VCOupl\/ L v^ fvi coul nuc(t)[c (t) + I^f V
\/ L v^ fvi coul nuc y

(9)

exp[i(Ev-Ev)t/S].
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III. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

a) "Prompt" CF near the classical turning point — as
suggested by Guth and Wilets3 — is found to be negligible.
It would manifest itself by a peak in the fragment angular
distribution at 90° to the recoil axis. By direct numerical
integration of the one-dimensional Schrodinger equation (3)
for the g-vibration only we obtain1* Tf - 1.5 * 10~

20 s for
U+U corresponding to a distance r ~ 300 fm. The fragments
emerge preferentially at 0° and 180° (see (d)).

b) As a consequence of multiple excitation, we predict a
strong dependence of the CF probabilities on the projectile
charge number, PCF - (Z p)

6 in the case of 2 3 8U for a fixed
ratio E/EQ T (Fig. 1). This result is supported by recent
experiments^ yielding an increase - (Z p)

n with n >_ 5 (compare
Figs. 2 and 3).

c) In contrast to the assumptions of Levit and
Smilansky,5 a considerable amount of the fission energy is
gained by rotations, and the results are sensitive to the
moment of inertia at the saddle point. The mean spin value
rises with increasing bombarding energy and charge number Z_.

d) The fission fragment angular distributions follow
roughly a l/sin8f pattern, but there are deviations at low
incident energies.

e) Our theoretical excitation functions, (Figs. 2 and 3)
are in good agreement with the GSI data1 at E < 0.90 E C o u2,
where the electric interaction dominates. Deviations are
found at higher energies where inelastic nuclear excitation
and virtual transfer play a significant or even dominant role.
The theory predicts an interference minimum above E^.QU^ which
has not been seen in the experiment. Its occurrence does not
depend upon the precise form of the nuclear potential (we used
Yukawa and proximity potentials with differential parameters).
The solution to this problem seems to be the restriction of
the present theory to £ = 2 surface vibrations only. It is
likely that the interference structure will be covered by
nuclear excitation of surface modes with £ > 2, giant reso-
nances and s.p. type excitations. This is under investiga-
tion. The good agreement between theory and experiment at
lower energies shows that the basic Coulomb-related features
of the new process are quite well understood.
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FIGURE 1 Coulomb fission probability of 2\%G at S
as function of projectile charge number. We obtain
P C F - (Z p)

6 for a fixed ratio E/ECoul.
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FIGURE 2 Excitation func- FIGURE 3 As Fig. 2, but for
tion for Coulomb fission of the XeHJ system. In this case
2§|u by 19'»W projectiles at the experimental data have to be
backward scattering angles. regarded as an upper limit for

Coulomb fission.


